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Highly 28Si enriched silicon by localised
focused ion beam implantation
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Solid-state spin qubits within silicon crystals atmK temperatures showgreat promise in the realisation
of a fully scalable quantum computation platform. Qubit coherence times are limited in natural silicon
owing to coupling to the 29Si isotope which has a non-zero nuclear spin. This work presents a method
for the depletion of 29Si in localised volumes of natural silicon wafers by irradiation using a 45 keV 28Si
focused ion beam with fluences above 1 × 1019 ions cm−2. Nanoscale secondary ion mass
spectrometry analysis of the irradiated volumes shows residual 29Si concentration down to 2.3 ± 0.7
ppmandwith residualCandOcomparable to thebackground concentration in theunimplantedwafer.
After annealing, transmission electron microscopy lattice images confirm the solid phase epitaxial re-
crystallization of the as-implanted amorphous enriched volume extending over 200 nm in depth.

Development of device architectures for a large-scale quantum computer
are underwayworldwide1. A crucial issue for all these approaches is the need
to develop robust qubits that allow high-fidelity operation. Coherent
quantumsystems are highly sensitive to their local environmentwhich leads
to qubit decoherence. This necessitates the use of quantum error correction
codes2 which impose significant engineering overheads such thatmillions of
qubits are required to realise a fault-tolerant quantum computer3.

Spin qubits in silicon present a promising platform to realise scalable
quantum computation4 due to their long coherence times in the solid-state
andhigh gatefidelities5–7, aswell as being able to borrow techniques from the
materials and processes employed for industrial nano-fabrication8. How-
ever, in natural silicon (NatSi), the nuclear spin I = 1/29 29Si isotope with
abundance 4.68%10 acts to limit electron spin qubit coherence times in
donor and dot architectures. This is due to the dipole-induced 29Si nuclear
spin flip-flops within the 29Si nuclear spin bath surrounding the electron
spin11–13. In isotopically enriched 28Si (I = 0), electron spin qubit coherence
times can be significantly increased. For example, a substrate with 800 ppm
residual 29Si has led to a factor of 5000 improvement in the electron pure
dephasing time ðT�

2eÞ as compared to NatSi6. The enrichment method pre-
sented here depletes both 29Si and 30Si to provide a matrix composed pre-
dominantly of a single isotope.This therefore reduces lattice strain causedby
isotopic mass variations in the crystal lattice that can perturb the hyperfine
interaction between the donor nucleus and electron14. The method also

minimises the background concentration of impurities and lattice defects
that may couple to the qubit.

Several previous techniques have been applied to produce enriched 28Si
(Table 1). The highest quality material regarding both enrichment and
contamination was produced for the Avogadro project15, where cen-
trifugation was employed to produce 28SiF4. The combined background 30Si
and 29Si isotopic level of ~50 ppm was later improved upon by the kg-2
project16 which reported residual 29Si and 30Si levels of 6.6 ppm and 0.38
ppm, respectively. Ionbeams that employmass-filteringusingmagnetic and
electricfieldshave alsobeenused to create isotopically enrichedmaterial.An
example of this procedure is the creation of epitaxial enriched thin films via
hyperthermal ion beam deposition employing a Penning ion source17–19

from a natural silane source gas. However, the material is reported to
contain a significant level of C andO, greater than the backgrounds found in
device grade silicon wafers. Our present method builds on the work by
Holmes et al.20 that employed high fluence irradiation by a 45 keV 28Si−

broad ion beam to demonstrate depletion of 29Si to a level of 250 ppm over
areas of ~1 × 1 cm2. The negative ion beam suppressed isobar contamina-
tion (N2 and CO) of the beam typically present in positive ion implanter
systems.

Our method enriches localised volumes by employing a focused 28Si
ion beam (Fig. 1a). The focused beam provides a higher beam current
intensity leading to relatively short irradiation times thatwould otherwise be
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impractical on a broad beam ion implanter. We show that this approach
results in a residual 29Si and 30Si level that can exceed the kg-2 project but
employs standardnatural silicon sourcematerials inonemachine.Although
the focused ion beam source produces positive ions, the proportion of

isobars is negligible compared to a broad beam implanter. Also, the vacuum
system has orders of magnitude lower vacuum base pressure that, as shown
here, led to minimal contamination of the enriched volume.

Our motivation for localised enrichment is that for prototype silicon
based quantum computer devices employing donor spins, it is only
necessary to enrich the localised volume that houses the qubits21. A near-
term application of our technique would be to fabricate an improved
single-donor qubit device exploiting a localised highly enriched volume.
Previous work reported a single 31P donor flip-flop qubit device22 con-
structed in an epitaxial enriched 28Si epilayer in which the 29Si con-
centration had been depleted to 730 ppm. At this level of depletion, ~10
29Si atoms could be located within the Bohr radius of the 31P donor23,
some of which may perturb the qubit. For example, by use of NMR RF
pulses tuned to the 29Si nuclear transitions, the signal from at least three
29Si nuclei was observed by their effect on the flip-flop qubit22. The most
highly depleted material reported in the present work, with 2.3 ppm 29Si,
has on average only 0.004 29Si atoms within the Bohr radius of each
phosphorous donor qubit. This would greatly suppress perturbations
from 29Si in a large-scale donor qubit device, where it would also be
possible to direct-write depleted vias for qubit coupling.

Results and discussion
Focused ion beam enrichment
Enrichment was performed with a 28Si ion beam provided by the platform
for nanoscale advanced materials engineering (P-NAME) tool24 developed
by Ionoptika Ltd. TheP-NAME tool is a focused ion beam (FIB) system that
incorporates a liquid metal alloy ion source (LMAIS) from which an ion
beam is extracted by field ionisation from a sharp emitter tip and subse-
quently accelerated to keV energies. The P-NAME ion column and sample
chamber areheld at basepressures of 10−8 mbar and10−9 mbar, respectively,
thus minimising contamination of the sample from residual gas. An E ×B
Wien filter is employed to separate isotopes emitted from the source. Ion
optical elements in the column provide beam focusing and scanning, fil-
tration of neutral ions and beamcollimation apertures. The sample is placed
on a stage angled at 3° with respect to the beam in order to minimise ion
channelling. By recording the beam current on the sample stage with a
Faraday cup as a function of the applied potential in the Wien filter, it is
possible to record and select a specific ionmass from the source as shown in
Fig. 1b. Themass resolutionof theWienfilter, definedasM /ΔM for the Si++

isotopes, is on average 55 ± 12 under high-currentmode operation, where a
300 μm resolving aperture is in place along the ion column. Here the
resolution for each isotope is obtained from theGaussian fitting parameters
of the respective Wien filter scan peak.

In this work, a series of samples were produced with localised
enriched volumes implanted with 28Si++

fluences within the range

Table 1 | A summary of the reported 29Si and 30Si depletion levels, and background contaminant levels, reached by a variety of
different enrichment techniques

Reference Isotopic selection/growth method 29Si (ppm) 30Si (ppm) C (cm−3) O (cm−3)

Avogadro project15 Centrifuge/CVD <50.65 <50.65 (3.4 ± 4.0) × 1014 (2.1 ± 1) × 1014

kg-2 project16 Centrifuge/CVD 6.583 ± 0.031 0.378 ± 0.010 <4 × 1015 <5 × 1014

Mazzocchi et al.32 Centrifuge/CVD 52.4 ± 9.0 13.9 ± 5.0

Sabbagh et al.33 Centrifuge/CVD 800 10 <4 × 1017 <1 × 1018

Li et al.34 Centrifuge/CVD 800 20

Holmes et al.20 Magnetic separation/28Si− broad beam
implant

250 160 1 × 1017 3 × 1017

Tang et al.18 Magnetic separation/Ion beam deposition 0.832 0.490 9.5 × 1018 2.1 × 1018

This work—sample 1 Wien filter/28Si++ focused beam implant 12.0 ± 2.3 6.0 ± 1.7

This work—sample 2 Wien filter/28Si++ focused beam implant 2.3 ± 0.7 0.6 ± 0.4

This work—sample 3 Wien filter/28Si++ focused beam implant 6.1 ± 0.9 2.4 ± 0.6 <2.5 × 1015 <2.5 × 1015

For each reference both the isotopic selection and growthmethod are stated (CVD is chemical vapour deposition). The results outlined in thiswork employing the use of a focused ion beamare also shown.
Each value is quoted to the same precision that was reported.
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Fig. 1 | Focused ion beam isotopic enrichment using the P-NAME tool.
a Schematic depicting the isotopic enrichment of localised volumes using a focused
ion beam composed of 28Si where compatible qubit control and interconnect elec-
tronics are shown to be integrated following the architecture of ref. 21. b Si++ Wien
filter scans highlighting the isotopic mass resolution of the P-NAME tool. The red
high-current scan is taken at an anode voltage of 22.5 kV whereas the blue low-
current scan is taken using an anode voltage of 25 kV. The inset of the plot shows the
AFM surfacemap of the as-implanted enriched volume of sample 1 taken after SIMS
analysis. The lighter raised square is the implanted area while the dark squares are
areas where SIMS has been performed.
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0.84 × 1019−1.18 × 1019 ions cm−2. All other sample-specific parameters are
provided in Table 2. The LMAISs used were either AuSiSb or AuSiEr
eutectic alloys. The field ionisation process in a LMAIS does not contribute
measurable isobar contamination to the ion beam. An accelerating anode
potential of 22.5 kV along with the doubly charged 28Si++ ions meant that
the kinetic energy of the beamwas 45 keV. This beam energy was predicted
to produce a near-planar implanted volume, as TRIDYN25,26 modelling has
previously shown a sputtering yield of near one at this energy 20. For this
work, an ion beam current of the order of 350 pAwas focused into a typical

beamdiameter of ~500 nmwhichwas raster scanned over a 22 μm× 22 μm
implantation area. For the flip-flop donor qubit architecture with an inter-
qubit spacing of 200 nm, this implanted area could house a 12,000 flip-flop
qubit array 27. The ion beam current wasmeasured in a secondary-electron-
suppressed Faraday cup adjacent to the sample before and after the sample
irradiation, and the incident beam current was inferred from the average of
these twomeasurements, which typically agreed to a precision of better than
4%. The beam stability during irradiation was monitored by recording the
current from an upstream collimator. The chamber is also equipped with a
scanning electron microscope that is used to identify specific locations for
ion irradiation with respect to pre-fabricated locationmarkers located away
from the enriched areas. Following implantation, a two-step annealing
recipe was used to regrow the amorphous volume resulting from the
implantation. The first annealing step of 620 °C for 10min was followed
immediately by a second step of 1000 °C for 5 s20.

Enrichment measurement
In order to quantify the enrichment and residual contamination levels
within the implanted regions, nanoscale secondary ion mass spectrometry
(NanoSIMS) analysis was performed on samples 1, 2, and 3 using a Cs+

beam to sputter the sample. Depth profiles of the measured isotopic ratios
for eachof the three silicon isotopes, normalisedbydividing eachby the sum
of the three silicon isotope count values (SiT =

28Si+ 29Si+ 30Si), are shown
for the two as-implanted samples 1 and 2 in Fig. 2. The initial SIMS signal
(shownwithin the shaded grey areas of eachprofile in Fig. 2) is influencedby
the expected steady-state artefact whereby a threshold dose of Cs+ has to be
implanted before both the Cs+ implantation and sample sputtering rate
reach a dynamic equilibrium28 and can therefore be excluded from the true
profiles. At the high 28Si fluences employed here the variation in the Si
isotopic ratio profiles of all samples indicates that atom mixing occurs
throughout the depth of the enriched volume by a combination of
mechanisms including deposition, surface sputtering and forward recoils.

Table 2 | A summary of the implantation and annealing para-
meters used for the fabrication of the isotopically enriched 28Si
samples outlined in this work

Sample 28Si++ ion fluence
[×1019 ions cm−2]

Ion beam
current [pA]

Ion beam
width [nm]

Annealed

1 (0.84 ± 0.01) 361 ± 3 730 ± 60 No

2 (1.18 ± 0.04) 380 ± 14 730 ± 60 No

3 (1.13 ± 0.01) 340 ± 8 400 ± 60/
230 ± 30

Yes

4 (1.08 ± 0.01) 330 ± 2 480 ± 6/
310 ± 30

No

5 (0.84 ± 0.08) 330 ± 2
(~53%) +
159 ± 2
(~47 %)

320 ± 70 Yes

Each samplewas composed of a single localised 22 μm× 22 μmsquare enriched area and enriched
using a 28Si++ focused ion beam accelerated under a potential of 22.5 kV to yield a kinetic energy of
45 keV. Samples 3 and 5were annealed under an ambient Ar atmosphere using a two-step process
consisting of an initial step of 620 °C for 10min followed by a second step of 1000 °C for 5 s. In
instances where significant ion beam astigmatism was present two ion beam width values mea-
sured along orthogonal axes are quoted in order to quantify the extent of the beam astigmatism.
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Fig. 2 | NanoSIMS isotopic elemental analysis on isotopically enriched samples.
a–d show depth profiles of the measured isotopic ratios for each of the three silicon
isotopes from samples 1 (dotted line) and 2 (solid line), which have been normalised by
dividing each by SiT =

28Si+ 29Si+ 30Si. b and d are enlarged from the dotted regions
outlined within (a) and (c), respectively. e shows the 12C and 16O concentration depth
profiles for sample 3 which was annealed following enrichment. The near-surface
carbon signal shown by the dotted green line in part (e) was selected such that surface
contaminants introduced during sample transfer were excluded (see Supplementary

Fig. 5). This near-surface signal along with the oxygen profile shows the limited
introduction of impurities within the enriched region relative to the unimplanted
substrate. The figure inset to (e) illustrates 12C gettering observed near the bottom of
the enriched volume where the C concentration rises above the minimum detectable
limit. The concentration at each depth is the average value across the 5 μm by 5 μm
area sampled within each of the enriched volumes during the SIMS analysis. The
shaded grey box in each plot indicates the portion of the SIMS depth profile affected by
the steady-state artefact and thus excluded from the analysis.
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Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements on as-implanted
samples forfluences above~1 × 1018 ions cm−2 show a consistent increase in
the volume of the implanted area that scales with the implanted ion fluence
(see Supplementary Fig. 1). This effect is not accounted for in TRIDYN
simulations which predict a sputtering yield of one (for further TRIDYN
analysis of the amorphous implanted layer see Supplementary Fig. 2). We
note that the experimental deviation from the simulations for this higher
fluence regime likely arise from ion interactions not accounted for in the
modelling. An AFM surface map of sample 1 post-SIMS analysis, inset to
Fig. 1b, shows the presence of both this increased volume that is apparent
from surface swelling as well as a prominent ridge around the boundary of
the implanted area. UV Raman spectra shown in Supplementary Fig. 3,
taken from this boundary ridge on an as-implanted sample identify this as
being composedof sp2 amorphous carbon. Further Raman spectra show the
absence of carbon from both the unimplanted surrounding substrate and
within the implanted area. We assume the observed accumulation of
superficial sp2 amorphous carbon around the boundary of the irradiated
area arises from ion beam-induced dissociation of a hydrocarbon absorbate
layer, as previously observed fromMeVHe+ irradiated Cu surfaces exposed
to the ambient atmosphere29.

NanoSIMS analysis of the enriched volume following the solid phase
epitaxial (SPE) regrowth of the implanted volume of sample 3 is shown in
Fig. 2e, where the 12C and 16O NanoSIMS depth profiles taken from both
within the enriched volume aswell as the unimplanted surrounding NatSi are
observed to be comparable. Concentration values were determined by
assuming the upper limit for the original wafer background C and O con-
centration of 2.5 × 1015 cm−3 provided by the wafer supplier. The slight
increase in the sample O signal near the surface is attributed to surface
contaminants. UV Raman spectra shown in Supplementary Fig. 4, also
confirm the SPE regrowth of the enriched volume after annealing. The C
signal taken from the sample also shows evidence of gettering at the
approximate depth of the original amorphous-crystalline interface as a
result of the epitaxial regrowth process (for additional NanoSIMS carbon
analysis see Supplementary Figs. 5 and 6). Theminimum concentrations of
29Si and 30Si within the enriched volumes of samples 1–3 are shown in
Table 1, where the enrichment level for all three samples is shown to be
comparable (The silicon isotopic ratio NanoSIMS depth profiles from
sample 3 are shown in Supplementary Fig. 7).

Structural characterisation
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis was carried out on the
as-implanted enriched volume within sample 4 in order to determine the
thickness of the amorphous volume above the single crystal substrate prior
to annealing. Figure 3 shows the cross-sectional TEM images and corre-
sponding fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) taken from sample 4. From the
high-angle annular dark-field scanning TEM (HAADF STEM) image
shown in Fig. 3a, the amorphous volume is observed to be ~250 nm deep

which is comparable to the NanoSIMS depletion profile of sample 2 (Fig. 2)
which shows a ~ 270 nm deep enriched volume, where a fluence variation
accounts for the slight discrepancy between these samples. The diffuse rings
present in the FFT taken from the high-resolution TEM image (HRTEM)
shown in Fig. 3c shows the amorphous nature of the implanted volume.

Following the enrichment irradiation, a SPE anneal regrows the
amorphous volume to a single crystal from the substrate. The crystalline
phase of the sub-surface enriched volume of sample 5 after annealing was
determined through subsequent TEM analysis, shown in Fig. 4. The bright
field scanning TEM image shown in Fig. 4a shows that the enriched volume
is free of defects except for a clearly defined defect layer situated ~ 225 nm
from the surface. These defects are formed below the amorphous-crystalline
interfaceuponannealing the amorphous volume30,31,whereby the interstitial
abundant region below the interface leads to the formation of extrinsic
dislocation loops. TheHRTEM image taken from this defect layer in Fig. 4d
shows such a dislocation loop. The near-surface HRTEM image and cor-
responding FFT shown in Fig. 4b show that the near-surface region is single
crystal, demonstrating the SPE regrowthof the amorphous volumeup to the
surface. For most silicon-based donor or dot architectures the qubits are
located in the top ~20 nm of the substrate, which is far above the buried
residual defects. For example, theflip-flopdonor qubit architecture employs
31P donors implanted ~15 nm below a thin surface oxide27.

Conclusions
We have demonstrated the use of a focused beam of 28Si++ ions to
produce highly isotopically enriched volumes embedded in the sur-
face of natural silicon substrates. NanoSIMS analysis has shown an
isotopically enriched volume produced with a nominal 28Si++

fluence
of (1.18 ± 0.04) × 1019 ions cm−2 extending over 200 nm in depth from
the surface, with a residual 29Si level at a minimum of 2.3 ppm. Further
NanoSIMS analysis on an annealed single crystalline enriched sample
shows no measurable introduction of additional impurities (e.g. C and O)
into the annealed enriched volume. TEM analysis verifies the amorphous
nature of the as-implanted volume as well as the single crystalline SPE
regrowth upon annealing. For this highly enriched material, theoretical
calculations predict Hahn-echo electron coherence times (THahn

2e ) exceed-
ing 10 s13 in the single donor regime which would be an improvement of
greater than four orders of magnitude relative to the current record of
0.95ms6. The advantages of the readily available FIB method are both high
28Si enrichment and high elemental purity in volumes integrated within
NatSi substrates. The next step is to integrate donor-doped FIB enriched
material into a device for measurement of the donor electron dephasing
lifetime and hence the influence of the residual 29Si atoms and lattice
defects from the SPE regrowth. The silicon LMAIS eutectic alloys also
provide the opportunity, without breaking vacuum, to implant the heavy
group-V donor 123Sb (I = 7/2) from AuSiSb or the optically active tele-
communication band emitter 167Er (I = 7/2) from AuSiEr. This shows the

Fig. 3 | Cross-sectional TEM images of the as-
implanted sample 4. a shows a HAADF STEM
cross-sectional image of the sample, with the the
amorphous silicon (a-Si) implanted volume and the
original crystalline silicon (c-Si) below. The
amorphous-crystalline (a/c) interface is shown to be
very sharp and ~250 nmbelow the surface. b shows a
high-resolution cross-sectional TEM image along
the amorphous-crystalline interface. c and d show
the HRTEM images taken from within the amor-
phous (enriched) region (red area in (b)) and the
crystalline substrate beneath (blue area in (b)),
respectively. The associated FFT taken from each
image is shown in the inset. The rings observed in
the FFT of part (c) taken above the interface indicate
that the implanted volume is amorphous as com-
pared to the single crystalline substrate beneath.
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potential of the FIB enrichment method to produce enriched and doped
silicon for novel quantum device architectures.

Methods
Sample fabrication
The un-implanted sample substrate was an undoped > 10 kΩ⋅cm [100]
500 μm NatSi wafer. The background levels of carbon and oxygen were both
quoted by the supplier (UniversityWafer, Inc.) as having an upper limit of
2.5 × 1015 cm−3. All samples were cleaned and then dipped in hydroflouric
acid (HF) prior to loading into the P-NAME sample vacuum chamber in
order to remove the native silicon oxide. The ion beam current was mea-
sured using a Faraday cup on the sample stage which was connected to a
Keithley 6285 picoammeter. The nominal ion beam profile on the sample
was assumed to be a Gaussian point spread function where 2σwas taken as
the ion beam width. The ion beam width was measured using the 20/80
knife-edge method from a line-scan taken over a sharp high-contrast metal
edgeusing the secondary electron signal. The signal intensity as a functionof
the beamposition in the line scanwas fittedwith an error function using the
GaussFit plugin (based on the ASTM E986-9731) within the ImageJ soft-
ware package and the 20–80% amplitude was taken as the ion beam width.
Following irradiation some samples were annealed in an ambient Ar
atmosphere using an Annealsys model AS-One 100 rapid thermal annealer
(RTA) (RTA SPE regrowth annealing recipe temperature profile shown in
Supplementary Fig. 8).

Atomic force microscopy
AFM measurements for sample 3 were carried out using a Nanosurf cor-
eAFM 190Al-G tip which was operated in tapping mode. AFM measure-
ments for samples 1 and 2 were taken using a neaSNOM scattering-type
near-field optical microscope operated in tapping-mode using a Pt-coated,
grounded AFM tip. For all the samples the raw AFM image height cor-
rectionwas carried out using theGwyddion software package (version 2.62)
to measure the swelling of the implanted volume.

NanoSIMS analysis
A CAMECA NanoSIMS 50L instrument employing a 16 keV Cs+ beam
with a beam current of 0.43–0.48 pAwas used to sputter the target sample
in turn generating negative secondary ions from the surface. A double-
focusing mass spectrometer was employed to detect the ions produced.
The instrument is equipped with seven detectors that each register a
specific pre-defined ion species. For both samples 2 and 3 the detector
configuration was 12C−, 16O−,(12C14N)−, 28Si−, 29Si−, 30Si−, 16O�

2 whereas
for sample 1 the configuration was 12C−, 28Si−, 29Si−, 30Si−, 16O�

2 ,
12C�

3 .
The mass resolution of the instrument was set to be greater than 6000M
/ΔM so that the 29Si could be separated from the 28SiH mass interference
and the 30Si from the 29SiH. 5 μm by 5 μm raster scans were taken from
within the centre of each of the enriched volumes except for sample 3
where a series of raster scans were taken from different areas across the
enriched volume. Each scan was composed of 256 by 256 pixels leading to
a pixel resolution of 19.5 nm per pixel with a dwell time set to 2 ms per
pixel. Slit positions, designated D1-4 (150 μm in diameter), ES-3 (30 μm
width) and AS-2 (200 μm width) were utilised. The instrument analysis
chamber was held at a vacuum of the order of 10−10 mbar. All samples
analysed using the tool were HF dipped prior to loading into the SIMS
machine chamber. NanoSIMS data were processed using either the Open
MIMS image plugin found in the ImageJ software package or the L’image
software package developed by L. Nittler at the Carnegie Institution of
Washington. AFM measurements of the sputtered SIMS craters were
taken to calibrate the depth of the isotope profiles after the SIMS analysis
assuming a constant sputtering rate.

TEM analysis
TEManalysis was carried out on both samples 4 and 5 in order to verify the
amorphous implanted volume depth and the regrowth quality of the enri-
ched volume upon annealing, respectively. Cross-sectional lamella taken
from both samples were prepared by FIB milling using an FEI Helios 660
FIB. Prior to lamella FIB extraction both samples were ex situ coated with a
thin carbon layer followed by a AuPd layer to mitigate charging effects and
to protect the surface from FIB damage. A further ~300 nm thick sacrificial
Pt layer was then deposited via electron beam to protect the film from any
Ga ion implantation during themilling process. This was followed by a final
~3 μm thick Pt protective layer that was deposited using the Ga ion beam.
Cross-sectional TEMandHAADF imageswere taken of both samples using
a Talos F200X S/TEM tool operating at 200 keV. The TEM image shown in
Fig. 4a was filtered in order to reduce the visibility of surface damage and
redeposited Pt contamination introduced during the lamellae sample pre-
paration (raw data in Supplementary Fig. 9).

Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available from R.J.C.
upon reasonable request.
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